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SPEEDLINK unveils not just one, but two
new mice on the opening day of gamescom
The new DECUS RESPEC and OMNIVI Gaming Mouse
Weertzen/Cologne, 17 August 2016 – It’s that time of year again in Cologne when
everything focuses on games and accessories. SPEEDLINK is also making full
use of the gamescom industry trade fair to present new gaming peripherals.
Founded in 1998, the German brand will present two new gaming mice this year:
the DECUS RESPEC, successor to the successful DECUS Gaming Mouse,
featuring a new weight system, and the OMNIVI Gaming Mouse with a maximum
resolution of 12,000dpi.

DECUS RESPEC – successor to the DECUS Gaming Mouse
What do you do with a successful gaming mouse? You add new
features and do even more tuning-up under the hood. This is
precisely what was done to the DECUS RESPEC Gaming
Mouse, which gets its unveiling today. The original ergonomic
shape, which led to the mouse’s incredible popularity among
gamers, has been kept. Just the top case was redeveloped and
also redesigned. There are some new features on the base of
the mouse too: an integrated weight system with 4 x 4.5g
removable weights plus a new 5,000dpi optical sensor.
The RRP for the new version remains the same at €49.99.
It is slated to go on sale at the end of September.

New gaming mouse: the OMNIVI with 12,000dpi
The OMNIVI Gaming Mouse, which boasts 10 buttons including the scroll wheel button,
has just been added to the lineup. The mouse is equipped with an optical sensor with a
resolution of 12,000dpi. Its integral aluminium plate with integrated finger rest means
this mouse is incredibly ergonomic, plus it feels compact. Besides its configurable
illumination with 7 colours to choose from, the OMNIVI also comes with software which
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allows button configs and complex macros to be recorded and stored in any number of
profiles. The mouse will be available from retailers from October for an RRP of €69.99.

About Jöllenbeck
Jöllenbeck GmbH is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of office & entertainment
peripherals. Since its formation, Jöllenbeck has positioned itself very successfully in the
PC, video gaming console and handheld accessories market. The product portfolio of
its own brand SPEEDLINK® includes sound systems, headsets, mice, mousepads,
keyboards, gamepads, joysticks and various other accessories. SPEEDLINK® products
feature impressive cutting-edge technology combined with design excellence and
outstanding functionality. Through SPEEDLINK®, Jöllenbeck is represented in over 40
countries worldwide.

Get in touch at any time if you have any questions, require additional info, want to
request an interview, or want us to send you products for testing. If you publish anything,
we’d really appreciate a courtesy copy.

Footage: http://www.speedlink.com/ftp/presse
For further information, visit: http://www.press.speedlink.com

Contact
Steffen Soltau
Head of Corporate Communications
Tel: +49 (0) 4287 9244 577
Mobile: +49 (0) 151 4221 4566
Email: Steffen.Soltau@jb.eu
Jöllenbeck GmbH
Kreuzberg 2
27404 Weertzen / Germany
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DECUS RESPEC Gaming Mouse / SL-680005-BKRD
-

Professional gaming mouse boasting the ultimate ergonomic comfort
Fully customisable functions and look
Optical sensor with adjustable accuracy from 400 to 5,000dpi
Customisable LED illumination with 7 breathtaking colours
7 programmable buttons incl. dpi switch and rapid-fire button
Integrated weight system with 4 x 4.5g weights
Powerful Macro Editor
5 profiles with separate button, sensor and colour configurations
Internal profile memory (128Kb)
Auto-loading game profiles
USB polling rate configurable up to 1,000Hz (ultrapolling)
Ergonomic design with grippy scroll wheel and finger rest
Rubberised finish
Flexible USB cable with hardwearing sheathing (1.8m)
Dimensions: 92 × 128 × 41mm (W × D × H)
Weight: 145 grams

OMNIVI Core Gaming Mouse / Article number: SL-680006-BKRD

-

USB mouse for the PC
Optical sensor with adjustable resolution up to 12,000dpi (non-interpolated)
10 buttons (incl. scroll wheel button), all fully configurable; incl. 4 thumb buttons
2D scroll wheel
6 dpi levels (configurable); default configuration:
800/1,600/2,400/4,000/8,000/12,000dpi
Maximum acceleration: 50g
Maximum tracking speed: 250ips
Sensor frame rate: 12,000fps
USB polling rate: up to 1,000Hz (configurable)
Customisable look, glows in any one of seven colours (configurable), with
different freely selectable effects: red, yellow, green, cyan, blue, violet, white
Illuminated scroll wheel (indicates DPI level):
white (lowest level), cyan, blue, green, pink, yellow (maximum level)
Illuminated logo/illuminated DPI button surround with automatic colour rotation:
green, yellow, blue, cyan, red, violet, white
Internal memory for illumination and DPI settings
Macro Editor (macros stored on PC)
Profile management with any number of game profiles (stored on PC)
Flexible USB cable with hardwearing sheathing (1.8m)
Dimensions: 87 × 131 × 52mm (B × D × H)
Weight: 145 grams

